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Money has never made anyone happy, nor will it, there is nothing in its
nature to produce happiness. The more of it one has the more one
wants. Money can buy materialistic things for sure ; It can buy
expensive clothes , Luxury vehicles , dinner at 5 Star or 7 Star
restaurants and countless other things But can it buy love , affection ,
respect , trust and joy which gives real happiness.

If happiness could have been bought by money then the rich who
have loads of money should always be happy and the poor should
always be sad ; But what we see is totally opposite of it .Rich people
are generally stressed and are full of fake lifestyle and poor are
generally happy and satisfied with what they have .

It’s not happiness that money buys , It’s the temporary pleasure of
materialistic things that we get from money and then it becomes a
never ending race ; The more we consume , The more we want and
our joy and real happiness is hijacked by a fake lifestyle .

Conclusion –

Happiness comes from spiritual wealth, not material wealth…
Happiness comes from giving, not getting. If we try hard to bring
happiness to others, we cannot stop it from coming to us also. To get
joy, we must give it, and to keep joy, we must scatter it.

_________________________
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• Money Can’t buy happiness Essay ( 500 words )

We have a very simple life , but we have made it complicated .
Besides Food , Water and Shelter we just need proper Heath ,
Education and some amount of money to sustain our lives but we are
made to believe that if we don’t earn loads of money then we are
going to lead miserable lives .

The race to become successful and rich is on it’s peak. Children are
being stopped from enjoying their childhood ; as soon as they start to
understand something they are loaded with homeworks and study
pressure. The condition of teenagers and youth is also the same .

They race among themselves to get higher grades and better jobs so
that they can earn More , all at the expense of the precious time of our
lives , When we have more energy and time .

But what do we achieve from this race of becoming more successful in
order to earn more ; Do we get happiness when we have more money
? No ! More The money we get , More the money we want because
what money buys is pleasure and the hunger of getting more pleasure
never ends .

Buying a Car can give us pleasure , but then after a couple of years ;
It will stop giving us that pleasure . It will need a bigger car now , To
satisfy our pleasure . When it gets a bigger car Then our pleasure will
demand a luxurious car and It will never end and in this process we
would have become slaves to our pleasures and would get far away
from what real happiness is .



Happiness and pleasure are two different things ; While Money can
buy pleasure , It can never buy happiness . So What is happiness ?
According to greek philosopher Democritus “Happiness resides not in
possessions, and not in gold, happiness dwells in the soul.”

Happiness is the feeling of joy that comes directly from a human mind
and heart , It has no conditions and is boundless . Going to a very
luxurious hotel can give you temporary pleasure but is it the same
feeling that you feel when you see your mother proud , because of you
! No , When we see our parents proud because of us , We feel happy
and that’s the real happiness ; Which money can never buy .

For Different people there can be different forms of pleasure. For a
middle class man, buying their own house can give them Pleasure.
For a Homeless person, getting good food can give them pleasure . To
the rich , Touring the world can give them pleasure but Happiness is
eternal. It's the same for everyone. It doesn’t differentiate between rich
and poor, Between old and young or between a man and a woman .

Conclusion –

These days, in our materialistic culture, many people are led to
believe that money is the ultimate source of happiness. Consequently,
when they don’t have enough of it , they feel let down. Therefore, it is
important to know that the source of contentment and happiness lies
within ourselves, and that it is related to nurturing our natural inner
values.

If money could have bought Happiness , Poor people would have
always been sad but that’s not the case ; Because what Money can
buy is Lust not love , What Money can buy is Fame not respect and
What money can buy is Pleasure and NOT HAPPINESS.



________________________

• Money can’t buy happiness Argumentative Essay –

Can money buy happiness ?

There are many who have started to believe that money indeed can
buy happiness , with our society valuing more and more to materials ,
The whole definition of what is Happiness is Changing . If you aren’t
successful in your life , If you can’t afford to live in a good locality ,
have good cars or afford good clothes and have a decent life then
even your family members will not respect you and Love you , as
nowadays ; Love too has become conditional .

“Money can’t buy happiness but it’s more comfortable to cry in a
Bugatti than on a bicycle.” ~ Miguel Torres

Money has become a necessity to lead a good life , to get respect in
society and even to get love of our dear ones . We need to be at some
level in our lives. The amount of money we have ; determines our
worth in society .

While Many believe that happiness still can’t be bought with money ;
They believe that what Money can buy is just temporary pleasure but
not real Happiness . Once anyone starts running for materialistic
things for pleasure then ; Gradually He/She becomes a Slave of his or
her pleasures . We would just be running after temporary things and
would start leading a boring life with a fake lifestyle .

We are made to believe that Money makes our life beautiful so that we
keep consuming goods and services that huge corporations make and



We also keep working for them. It's a whole trap that is made so that
we keep working and keep feeding the pocket of those who are Rich ,
trying to become more like them .

“Money cannot purchase joy. It buys temporary distractions.” ~ LeCrae

Just think , If money makes people happy , why are we seeing so
much cases of divorce , Drug addiction and Suicide among the richer
classes of Society .

Conclusion –

Our Society has changed a lot and it’s true that we need money to
lead a decent life and take care of our families. It's also true that
people struggle a lot to earn money and they aren’t a fool to do so but
the fact that happiness can be bought with money ,  is wrong .
Happiness is the feeling of joy that comes when we are truly relaxed.
It's not about how much we have, but how much we enjoy, that makes
us happy.


